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Abstract
Distance learning courses have been growing in number and the Internet is now a commonly accepted mode of instructional delivery. The attention of many educational researchers has now turned to examining the quality of online courses. One aspect of distance learning that is often found to be associated with course quality is faculty training. This paper reports on the experiences of the author related to teaching more than sixty online courses and to the types of preparative training he received. Suggested training opportunities and a list of training topics which an organization should make available for its faculty is included.

Introduction
In an effort to attract and keep students enrolled, the distance learning organizations of most universities and colleges provide a number of support services for students. However, research has shown that one of the factors highly correlated to student retention in the online environment is faculty performance. (1) It is generally accepted that there is also a connection between student satisfaction with the faculty conduct and student learning. (2) (3) Student satisfaction rises when students are challenged by the faculty and interested in the material. It is important to stress to faculty members that students must feel that their instructors know and care about them. In courses where this bridge exists between students and faculty, the students become much more motivated to learn and their desire to continue learning rises.

To ensure that faculty can create a challenging, productive and stimulating learning environment, new faculty members must first possess proper credentials, content knowledge, and technical manipulation skills. (4) In addition, online faculty need to demonstrate a high level of comfort to work in a virtual, asynchronous environment. These factors are required by most institutions. Online faculty should be encouraged (better required) to attend training and mentoring program prior to the conduct of their first DL course.
In order to improve faculty online teaching skills, faculty workshops and faculty instructional courses are often offered by Colleges and Universities. Increasingly, institutions have established teaching centers to take on the administrative responsibility for training faculty for online duty. Examples of such teaching centers can be found at the University of Maryland, Penn State and the State University of New York (SUNY). On the web, SUNY Teaching, Learning and Technology is at <http://cms.suny.edu/>.

Experiences from the Virtual Classroom

I present these distance learning faculty happenings based mostly upon my own personal experience and partly based upon the experiences of my peers. (5)

My initial distance learning courses were developed and presented for the University of Phoenix (UOP) Online campus in 1997. These were courses addressing business applications of information technology. Later courses in Operating Systems, Statistics and Computer Programming were prepared and delivered for UOP and Rochester Institute of Technology.

After a rigorous interview process, I was invited to attend a new faculty training workshop to be held online. I was told that if my workshop performance was satisfactory that I might then be offered the opportunity to facilitate my first course for UOP. One does not become a member of the UOP faculty until after completion of the first course. Up to that point, I was still considered to be a faculty candidate.

Initial Training Workshop Elements

The workshop started with an introduction to the UOP method of delivering courses via the Internet. All courses are conducted in an asynchronous environment. The focus of attention is on shared participation and responsibility of faculty and students. The desired result is self-directed learning. The dynamic process of individual and group study experiences maximizes each student’s understanding and involvement in her or his degree program. Each member of the class (students and faculty) has his/her own individual experience base. A key element of the UOP Learning Model is sharing that individual experience-based knowledge with each other member of the class.

Initial Training Workshop – Course Organization

The important points which were presented in my initial training workshop helped me to successfully complete my first distance learning course. I was trained to start organizing a course by deciding what the students were expected to learn and then to arrange into modules those materials and activities which support student learning. Each module is conducted during a fractional portion of the course. Each module contained a list of learning objectives, reading assignments, lectures, current events articles, discussion
topics and measurement tools used to determine the level of each student’s learning. I was shown how the online environment required the use of new learning aids and the modification of the learning aids used in the classroom.

Initial Training Workshop – Classroom Arrangement

I was shown how to arrange the virtual classroom into several rooms (newsgroups or conferences).

There is the main meeting room – a discussion board. This is where participants post their biographies, daily written message assignments, weekly summaries, questions, responses and comments. Also, this meeting is used to comment on other student's biographies, messages and replies to faculty discussion questions.

Next is the Lecture Hall. This is where the faculty member posts the syllabus, lectures, supplementary readings and administrative notes. It is Read-Only for students and Read/Write for the instructor.

The Assignments Room is used for materials to be viewed only by the instructor. Students utilize this meeting to post their individual written assignments. Notes posted to this meeting can not be seen by students. It is Write-Only access for students and Read/Write access for the instructor.

The Chat Room is intended for discussing topics not related to the course.

There are also one or more additional rooms to be utilized by student teams for exchanges and messages related to developing a team response for group projects.

Initial Training Workshop – Startup Sequence of Activities

The faculty member starts each class by posting his autobiography, the course syllabus, lecture and supplemental articles for the first module and a short note welcoming students to the class. Students sign into the class by posting their biographies and meeting and greeting each other. The faculty member can use this initial few days to prepare a tracking tool (paper or electronic spreadsheet) for each student. I call my tracking tool a student ‘filter’. My ‘filter’ for each student is based mainly on their contributions to the class discussions. The form of this filter is a set of written notes in a format which allows for quick retrieval of the information. This ‘filter’ is a control by which I assess student learning. As we journey through a course, I can easily observe the growth and maturation of each student with respect to their learning of the specific, required course topics. And, the ‘filter’ is useful for detecting plagiarism and cheating. I am often asked how I know that the student on the other end is really who he says he is. I use my ‘filter’ to examine each participation message and formal written assignment submitted by a student and the moment a marked change in style or knowledge is detected, a flag is
raised by my filter. It is then quick and easy to use a search engine to determine whether
the student’s material is original or came from another source. The use of such a ‘filter’
in the online environment makes it difficult for a student to present the work of another
while he keeps on providing his own inputs.

If you have not conducted a distance learning course, don’t kid yourself into thinking it is
easy. The amount of work required of the faculty member before and during the course
is significantly more than the amount of work for a traditional classroom course. In all of
my courses, students are required to participate in the ongoing classroom discussion. I
include participation as one of the components used to arrive at a student’s final grade for
a course. My normal requirement is that students must contribute a significant input to
the class on at least a specified number of days out of the total days of each module. A
significant input is defined as a message of a specified number of words addressing one
of the topics covered during that module. Students are encouraged to share their
knowledge or experiences or to ask questions which require deeper research into a topic.
These regular journals of online discussion assist me to assess student learning. Students
earn participation credit for their submissions as part of every module. Participation
accounts for about 30% of the total course grade.

Faculty Training Topics – Performance Feedback

Asynchronous distance learning exchanges can be better than face-to-face exchanges
because the faculty member has time to reflect on the answer. Also, the answer, once
posted, is available to everyone in the class not just to the student who asks the question.
I answer student questions with less than a 24-hour turnaround. In addition, I respond to
selected student’s participation messages in order to set the direction of the discussions.
Sometimes I respond just to let the class know I am monitoring their exchanges and other
times I respond to encourage a student who I perceive as being shy or who has
reservations about his command of the English language.

Upon the conclusion of each module, I prepare and send a personal feedback message to
each student. The message includes my assessment of the student’s performance on each
of the module assignments. The message concludes with grades for each assignment. A
point value for each assignment is clearly listed in the syllabus. With the information in
the feedback message, each student can determine his progress toward a final course
grade. This approach eliminates most student complaints over course grades.

Feedback is a most important element of conducting a distance learning class. Faculty-
to-student and student-to-student feedback encourages and builds a sense of community.
The learning community environment strongly promotes individual growth and mastery
of the course material. I address students by their names when I respond to one of their
posted questions or comments to enforce the feeling of community. My best classes (the
most rewarding) have been those where I was successful in promoting student-to-student
discussions.
Suggested Faculty Training Resources

Analysis of my experiences integrated with input from fellow faculty members has led to the following lessons learned. They are presented as a case study in good practices. Any institution considering the establishment of a teaching center should consider the following elements of training for distance learning faculty.

1. Training prior to the first online course – New faculty candidates should be required to attend an intensive training program that introduces them to the organization’s standards, procedures and its teaching/learning philosophy. As part of this program, the faculty candidates should have an opportunity to present online lectures, create a syllabus, participate in and organize group exercises, provide feedback on sample student assignments, provide feedback on fellow student assignments and observe a distance learning class in action.

2. Support during the first online course – The distance learning organization may want to establish a policy under which a new faculty member is shadowed in his/her initial online course by a mentor who is responsible for assisting with technology (hardware and software) challenges as well as for providing course content support and assistance. The mentor observes assists and guides the new faculty member as appropriate throughout the entire duration of the course right up to the submission of final grades.

3. Ongoing continuous training for the online faculty member may include courses in:

   A writing workshop is designed to provide all faculty members in all disciplines with the ideas and tools necessary to develop clear writing assignments, to assess student papers effectively, and to help students improve their writing skills.

   A workshop which helps faculty members understand and utilize the power of critical thinking in any educational process.

   A workshop that introduces the faculty to the basics of student performance evaluation, grading and feedback.

   A workshop which highlights the philosophy and purpose of team projects through discussion of the nature of group interaction processes.

   Other faculty training courses might address topics such as copyright infringement, strategies for dealing with difficult students, web page development to enhance course presentation materials and finally refresher courses on improving your syllabus or one that reviews the basic principles of planning and conducting a distance learning course.

4. An ongoing system of faculty evaluation can provide opportunities for faculty members to request/receive peer feedback. Experienced faculty members might perform in-class observations and hold feedback sessions to assist their faculty peers in further
developing and enhancing their teaching skills. A Peer Evaluation Program along with the Administrative Review process and student feedbacks pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of each faculty member.

Conclusion

It is the author’s opinion, based upon his experiences, that rigorous training of faculty by an online educational organization is an important element in student satisfaction and in the success of the distance learning program. Colleges and Universities which provide distance courses may decide to establish a faculty training center. This paper has offered suggestions for elements to be included in such a facility. When a well-trained faculty member enters an online virtual classroom, his experience and knowledge of the course content can be communicated because he is comfortable in the use of the technology and aware of the presentation techniques which enhance student learning. The responsibility for making faculty comfortable with the technology may be administered by a centralized faculty learning center.

The presence of knowledgeable, experienced, personable, confident and most importantly well-trained faculty creates a classroom environment which produces student interaction and ultimately leads to a high level of student satisfaction with the entire learning experience. Higher student satisfaction increases the probability of success for any distance learning program.
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